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ABSTRACT
Electronic publishers and other web-companies are starting to collect user feedback on ads with the aim of using this signal to maintain the quality of ads shown on their sites. However, users are not randomly sampled to provide feedback on ads, but targeted. Furthermore some users who provide feedback may be prone to dislike ads more than the general user. This raises questions about the reliability of ad feedback as a signal for measuring ad quality and whether it can be used in ad ranking. In this paper we start by gaining insights to such signals by analyzing the feedback event logs attributed to users of a popular mobile news app. We then propose a model to reduce potential biases in ad feedback data. Finally, we conclude by comparing the effectiveness of reducing the bias in ad feedback data using existing ad ranking methods along with a new and novel approach we propose that takes revenue considerations into account.

1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s society we often rely on free web services for many of our daily activities such as emailing, consuming digital content and social networking. One revenue model, prevalent among Internet companies providing such free services, revolves around sponsored posts or advertisements (ads for short). In this model, advertisers pay Internet companies to show ads to their users in a way that some will engage with the advertised message and thus deliver a return on investment to advertisers. Because of the self service nature and scale of these advertising platforms, a delicate balance needs to be struck between providing a rewarding investment to advertisers, whilst at the same time minimizing negative impact to users through caused by “bad” ads, or ads of poor quality that creep into the system.

In recent years, research has focused on using historical event logs or editorial judgements to develop implicit methods that ensure users are served relevant [2, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, 26] and high quality ads [5, 30] and to define the impact and importance of both criteria [13, 15, 21]. These methods, however, are not perfect and some online companies have incorporated feedback mechanisms that allow users to express their opinion about ads explicitly. Ad feedback tools are used by companies like, Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo and YouTube. Such signals have the potential of improving the performance of existing quality models and deriving new ones.

Before applying feedback data to such scenarios, there are two important challenges to overcome. First, we must ask whether ad feedback as a signal is generalizable beyond individual users and representative of a service’s user base. The fact that ads are targeted introduces the potential for the presence of bias in ad feedback signals. Figure 1 illustrate this. Moreover, users may not all respond equally to ads as some are more prone to provide feedback than others. Second, experimentation with ad quality signals, such as ad feedback, comes at a cost in terms of the short-term revenue of Internet companies [15]. Especially online services operating solely under the sponsored ad business model may be unwilling to experiment with ad quality signals to improve their users’ experience when that may have a major revenue impact, e.g., a 50% reduction in ad impressions [15]. To allow online services keeping improving quality their is a need to be able to experiment with ad quality signals in a commercial setting while managing the potential revenue impact.

To address these challenges we start with an analysis of a large dataset of ad feedback data captured from the ad feedback mechanism of a large Internet media company. This mechanism allows users to provide feedback by hiding certain ads they are exposed to. We investigate to what extent the association between ads and ad feedback is affected by the fact that ads are targeted at users with particular demographics, interests, and behaviour. Furthermore, since user may differ in terms of their responses to ads we analyse to which extent user behaviour (e.g. clicks) affects feedback.

With this understanding we then start to answer the question as to where and how bias resides in feedback data as well as how feedback data may be incorporated in a commercial ad serving setting, while accounting for this bias. We develop a model that corrects for the bias in ad feedback data to produce ad quality scores that reflect the quality of ads in their truest sense. We then introduce a technique that provides explicit control over the revenue impact when incorporating ad quality scores in the ad ranking mechanism of an online ad auction. Finally, with all this in place we compare two models, that provide biased and bias corrected feedback estimates, to investigate the value of correcting for bias in ad feedback data using various ad ranking strategies.

2 RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
Research in online advertising have mostly focused on predicting how an ad will perform e.g. [4, 6, 23, 24, 26]. The performance of an ad campaign is measured using a score, usually click-through rate (CTR), which is the number of times the ad was clicked out of the number of times it has been shown (number of ad impressions). Predicting CTR has been studied for many types of ad formats, e.g. [2, 4, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29]. Additionally, in sponsored search, accounting for the relationship between the ad landing page, the query [6, 11, 19, 26] and the (dwell) time a user spent on the ad landing page [14] have been shown to be beneficial.

Each impression a user makes by visiting a publisher site the ad platform services is determined by an auction where the ad with the highest expected revenue wins and is thus shown to the user. Given a request for an ad to be served for that impression, ads are ranked accordingly through a real-time auction mechanism e.g. [3, 17], combining the bid - the amount of money the advertiser is willing to pay for its ad to be shown - and the score. This is formalised as
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bid $\times$ score, where the latter usually corresponds to the predicted probability of the ad being clicked.

The publisher on the other hand may also want to restrict ads that could have detrimental effects to the long-term engagement of their users even if it means taking a potential hit in short term revenue. Whilst ads for the most part aim to provide users with useful information about products, at the same time they may annoy, distract or offend users.

In display advertising, [13] showed that “annoying ads have a real cost to users beyond mere annoyance”, such that users develop negative attitudes toward host sites, causing reduced visits of shorter duration, fewer referrals, and overall long-term user disengagement. Ad features that related most to ad annoyance, include animation (e.g., motion), attentional impact (e.g., distracting), aesthetics (e.g., ugly), reputation (e.g., spam, fake), and logic (e.g., confusing, unfocused). In sponsored search, [15] showed the benefit of presenting users high quality ads (e.g. ad load time on mobile) on long-term business impact. Finally, regarding the negative effects of ads, [7] made important recommendations for both publishers and advertisers, with particular attention to the rise of ad blockers - a serious threat to publishers whose revenue largely relies on advertising.

In advertising, an important criteria of quality is how relevant the ads are. In sponsored search, approaches incorporating relevance in deciding which ads to return have been effective [11, 14]; in addition, [8] showed that it is better to not show any ads than to show non-relevant ones. Some works have focused on building models of ad quality, allowing to predict the probability for an ad to be bad, and to use the predicted probability in the estimation of the ad score, e.g. [5, 12, 21, 30]. For example, ads with very short time spent on their landing pages (high bounce rate) have been shown to be detrimental to long-term engagement, and when ranking ads with an ad quality component led to higher CTR [5, 21]. The message of the work discussed above is clear - returning ads of whatever definition of poor quality you chose results in negative consequences to long term revenue. It is for this reason that using explicit feedback mechanisms from users can help capture all these effects and once integrated directly into the ad ranking score allows ads to be ranked in terms of both short-term and long-term expected revenue.

Closest to our work is [30] who used ad feedback to train models to predict bad quality ads. Using the ratio of times an ad was marked offensive over the number of times it was shown to users (defined as “offensive rate”) as an objective function they found the top predictive features to be trustworthiness, the product/service provided, the brand and layout, aligning with those reported in [7, 13]. However, in their work they did not take into account the fact that different ads are targeted at different users. Nor did they consider that users differ in their tendency to provide feedback. In other words, users may dislike ads but not indicate this through a feedback option whereas others may always give feedback, however minor the complaint. These potential sources of bias imply that reducing feedback may not equate to improving ad quality for all users.

Any ranking model that utilises such an explicit signal needs to take care when penalizing ads based on a vocal minority. This raises the following two challenges for ad feedback to be used as a quality signal in online advertising applications:

1. Not all users provide feedback. Can the feedback given be considered reflective of the entire population?
2. Given the penalization nature of feedback signals in ranking there is naturally a cost attributed in the form of lost short term revenue. Given that publishers will be unwilling to sacrifice such revenue loses, is there a way of finding a tunable compromise between this cost and the quality improvements?

## 3 AD FEEDBACK DATA

In this paper we use data collected from the feedback mechanism of a popular mobile news app from a major online company. To illustrate the setup, consider the three anecdotal ads and corresponding feedbacks as shown in Figure 1. Here, users can choose to hide ads they are negatively impacted by simply clicking on the small ‘x’ appearing in the top right-hand corner of the ad. In the feedback population column we illustrate the types of users who saw a given ad and colour them red when they gave feedback versus black for those who did not. Since the top two ads (a and b) are hidden by more users per impression, they are indicative of a poorer ad quality than the bottom ad (c). However, say for argument’s sake that teenage males overall provide more feedback than the rest of the population. For ad (b), since this feedback is attributed only to teenage males, the quality of ad (b) should be higher than ad (a) as the negative feedback attributed to (a) is from more diverse segments of the population.

We extracted a random sample of ad feedback data collected over a two week period from from the US version of the news mobile app. Our sample contains around 40 million distinct users and 200,000 distinct ads. Since feedback rate is a business sensitive metric, we characterize the ad feedback rate relative to ad CTR. The hide rate is 84.0% smaller than CTR, where hide rate is defined as follows:

$$HR = \frac{\#(hides)}{\#(impressions)}$$

where $\#(hides)$ is the number of times users clicked to hide an ad and $\#(impressions)$ is the number of ad impressions.

One may argue that CTR is already an indicator of ad quality. However, feedback is generally a signal of bad quality while the absence of a click does not necessarily indicate a low quality ad. In addition, high CTR may not necessarily mean high quality. As discussed in [30], many ads labelled as offensive could be seen as “provocative”, hence attracting clicks. Through hides the user provides an explicit negative signal. A first contribution of this work is to provide insight into whether this signal is representative across users (whether only particular users provide hides), ads (whether only bad ads receive hides) or a combination of these.

The variables (features) and their levels (feature values) used to characterize users are described in Table 1. We distinguish between
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user demographics and user behaviour based variables. User demographic variables age and gender, are based on users’ self declared information (when signing up to the news app). User interests are inferred based on articles clicked by users in the last month using a proprietary in house algorithm. Location is based on the most recent IP address observed for a user.

We categorize user behaviour in terms of the number of ad impressions, ad clicks, and news item (article) clicks. Impressions are a proxy for engagement with the news app, whilst ad clicks and article clicks are proxies for engagement with specific ads or articles, e.g., a user may skim headlines but never read any articles. We bin the counts for each variable on a logarithmic scale into 25 categories. Regarding the features to characterize ads, we were inspired by [30] and selected three types of ad features specific to the ad copy.

- **Text-based** features are derived from the title and description of an ad and include: (a) *spam*, the extent in which the text has spam keywords; (b) *readability*, the readability level according to the Gunning fog index (primary school, high school, etc); (c) *adult*: whether the product advertised is adult-related e.g. dating sites.
- **Image-based** features are derived from any image used in an ad and include: (d) *image text detector*: whether the ad image contains text; (e) *flesh*: likelihood that an image contains adult content (e.g. too much skin).
- **Advertiser features** are derived from the advertiser that placed the ad and include: (f) *brand*: the pagerank score of the top level domain of the ad landing page, reflecting its popularity as a brand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>below 24; 25-29; 30-34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-59; 60-64; 65+; unknown</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>male; female; unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>50 US states</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interests</td>
<td>business; telecommunications; health; travel; automobiles; tive; entertainment; sports; finance; technology; retail; unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User behaviour level partition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>impressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article clicks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Variables and levels for each variable used to partition users. The level unknown is used when missing data is present.

By visualizing the difference from the mean across levels of each variable we gain insight in whether such a variable may be involved in targeting, e.g., users interested in technology may be more likely to provide ad feedback than users interested in travel, or represent a group of users sensitive to ads.

**User Demographics.** We first plot the relative difference from the mean $HR_{uav}$ according to various US states in Figure 2. We observe that users from different states exhibit differences in hiding ads. This is likely due to targeting as location is a popular targeting criterion. However, demographic distributions differ per state and a generally younger or older state level population may affect hide rate as well.

We next plot $HR_{uav}$ across different user age and gender groups in Figure 3a. We observe that female users are less likely to hide ads than male users. With respect to age, young male users tend to hide ads more often, whereas there are no differences across the age groups for female users. Finally, young male users and young female users below the age of 44 are, respectively, most and least likely to hide ads.

**User Interests.** We plot the $HR_{uav}$ across different user interest groups in Figure 3b. We find that users interested in “Retail” and “Technology” are most likely to result in hidden ads. In contrast, users interested in “Business/B2B” and “Telecommunication” are the least likely to provide ad feedback. As with the demographics variables, interest variables are popular targeting criteria and advertisers may target based on one or all of these. We find that feedback variations across the levels of these variables make them suitable candidates to identify bias due to targeting.

4 AN ANALYSIS OF AD FEEDBACK

We start by exploring the relationship between user variables and hide rate. To understand which variables may be used to characterize users that hide ads, we study the difference of ad hide behaviour for each user variable in turn. Within each variable e.g. user interests, we define a cohort per level, e.g., Travel, aggregate the feedback across each cohort and compare the cohorts. If users within a cohort are targeted with particularly low quality ads compared to other cohorts then we would expect the hide rate to be higher than average for that level of a user variable.

We visualize how the hide rate of various user cohorts $HR(u)$ differ relative to the mean ad hide rate of all user cohorts $U$. This is defined as:

$$HR_{uav} = \frac{HR(u) - mean(HR(U))}{mean(HR(U))}$$

Figure 2: Ad hides across US states

Figure 3: Relation between hides and user variables, i.e., age by gender, and interests.
User Engagement Patterns. We are also interested in whether users with different engagement levels with respect to the host content platform respond differently to the ads shown in terms of feedback. We categorize users into four quantiles according to a given engagement metric, where “Q4” represents the highest quantile (the most engaged users) and “Q1” denotes the lowest quantile (the least engaged users).

We use three metrics of user engagement: users’ ad impressions, ad clicks and content item (e.g., article) clicks. The first metric is a proxy of how engaged a user is with the news app, as the more engaged, the more the user will have seen ads. The second metric characterizes the extent to which a user engages with an ad, i.e. clicking on it. The final metric is the extent to which the user interacts with the content items, i.e. reading news articles.

Table 2 shows how each user behavior metric, at various engagement levels, affects ad hide rates compared to the mean across all users. We observe first that users who are the least engaged with the service and with the ads, are less likely to hide ads (quantile “Q1”). We also see that the second level of engaged users, with respect to all metrics, are those that are more likely to provide ad feedback, i.e. they are more likely to hide ads (“Q2”). Finally, users that are highly engaged with the service tend to hide less ads, but those that interact with ads do provide more ad feedback (“Q4”).

The above behavioural variables are not available as targeting criteria. Nonetheless we still observe considerable variations across the levels. For example, those users that sometimes saw ads (Q2 of ad impressions in Table 2) are almost as twice as more likely to hide the ads. One explanation is the presence of a response bias for users with different engagement levels, e.g., a user highly engaged with a content platform may be less sensitive to ads shown there than less frequent users affecting their propensity to provide feedback.

Ad quality. High and low values of ad features aimed to characterize the quality of ads should be associated with different levels of ad feedback in order to be useful. Here, we explore the relationship between different levels of ad features and hide rate. We derive ad features from the ad copy (ad text, image and advertiser) and investigate how variants of each affect hide rate. Similarly to our user cohort analysis, we study the difference in hide rates with respect to each ad feature relative to the mean hide rate.

We use the ad features described in Section 3. For each ad feature, we separate all the ads into three equally sized bins (“Low”, “Middle” and “High”) and visualize how the ads in each bin differ from the mean hide rate of all ads. The results are presented in Figure 4. For text-based features, the more likely an ad has its text identified as “spam”, the more likely the ad is hidden (Figure 4a). By contrast, the easier the ad is to be read (e.g. written at a level associated with primary school students), the more likely it is being hidden (Figure 4b). Finally, ads with the most and least Text adultness are less likely to be hidden (Figure 4c), while ads with a moderate level of adult content are most often hidden. In terms of image-based features, the more likely an ad contains “text” (Figure 4d) or “flesh” (Figure 4e) in its image, the more likely it will be hidden.

Summary. We find that both the user variables and ad features are associated with different levels of ad feedback. Apart from the ad quality, some types of users that provide feedback may be more sensitive to ads and have a higher tendency to provide feedback. In addition, since ads are targeted, the ad feedback received maybe from a group of users unrepresentative of the general population. In the next section, we model this bias considering both users’ characteristics (those popular ad targeting criteria, such as age and interests) and their behaviour (e.g., their engagement levels).

5 MODELLING BIAS

The previous analysis provides insights into the distribution of ad feedback across individual user and ad characteristics as well as the presence of bias due to user ad sensitivity and targeting in the ad feedback data. An ad quality model based on such biased data will consistently over- (or under)-estimate the quality of ads. To account for such bias we first, in this section, develop a model able to determine the proportion of bias present in the feedback on ads. Then, in Section 6, we use this model to develop an ad quality model based on ad feedback data corrected for bias.

5.1 Approach

Ideally one would determine the quality of ads based on ad feedback through ad impressions randomized across users. After sufficient impressions, an ad feedback rate would be an unbiased estimate of its true quality. However, since ads may be targeted at users based on specific characteristics or shown to users more prone to
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**Table 2: User engagement levels and ad feedback**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantile</th>
<th>Ad Impressions</th>
<th>Ad Clicks</th>
<th>Item Clicks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 4: Understanding the relationship between ad features and hide rate.**

(a) Text Spamness (b) Text Readability (c) Text Adultness (d) Image Text (e) Image Flesh (f) Advertiser Brand
give feedback such data is not available. Hence, we have a sample selection bias problem where ads are shown to a selected sample that may not be representative of the population.

To correct for this selection bias we do not aim to develop the best predictive model for ad feedback, nor do we need to experiment with various features and machine learning models. Although such a model can accurately predict users’ feedback it implicitly models the bias present in the data. Instead we take an econometric approach [27] in which we develop a descriptive model [25] of user feedback behaviour that only includes variables able to explain the sources of selection bias, i.e., ad sensitivity and targeting. We will use this model to account for bias in an ad quality model capturing the relation between ad characteristics and ad feedback in Section 6.

To correct for selection bias we use the following procedure. First, consider a simplistic logistic regression based ad-user model with one ad feature a, one user selection bias feature u, associated weights w_a, w_u respectively, the intercept term w_0, the logit link function \( f(\cdot) \), and the model error \( \epsilon \):

\[
f(\hat{p}) = w_0 + w_a \cdot a + w_u \cdot u + \epsilon
\]

Further, we consider an ad only model using only one ad feature:

\[
f(\hat{p}) = \hat{w}_0 + \hat{w}_a \cdot a + \epsilon
\]

If both models are fit to the feedback data with the selection bias present then the bias in the coefficient of the ad model can be characterized as follows:

\[
\hat{w}_a = w_a + \rho w_u
\]

where \( \rho \) is the correlation between ad feature a and user selection bias feature u. That is, the bias in the ad only model is the true user bias proportional to the correlation between the user and the ad feature. In contrast, in the ad-user model the user selection bias is modelled explicitly and the true effect of the ad feature is captured by \( w_a \), whereas the user selection bias is captured by \( w_u \). Using the \( w_a \) and intercept terms from the explicitly biased model, we obtain:

\[
f(p) = w_0 + w_a \cdot a + \epsilon
\]

This is the feedback rate predicted purely based on the ad characteristics and with weights that are no longer conflated with biased user feedback. Next we develop the user selection bias model and investigate its properties.

5.2 The user selection bias model

We start with developing a model to identify user selection bias term \( (w_u, u) \) in the previous equation and then analyze how combinations of characteristics relate to the presence of selection bias in ad feedback. We consider the user characteristics from Table 1 for inclusion in our models and employ a forward model selection based strategy to determine the composition of the final user bias model. As criteria for model fit we use the deviance statistic [16]:

\[
D = 2 \sum y_a \log \frac{y_a}{\hat{y}_a} + (N_a - y_a) \log \frac{N_a - y_a}{N_a - \hat{y}_a}
\]

where \( y_a \) is the observed number of hides and \( \hat{y}_a \) is the predicted number of hides for group a.

Table 3 shows the deviance statistics for the models of interest ranging from the null to the best fitting model. The first column lists the model name, the second uses notation from [9] to specify the systemic structure of the model, the third column lists the deviance statistic, the fourth column the difference between the null model and the current model, and finally the fifth column lists the number of parameters used in the model.

We observe that the age variable reduces deviance by 32% (column \( \hat{\delta}_{u-M} \)) using ten parameters. By contrast, gender reduces deviance by 2% using four parameters and the state variable reduces deviance by 19% using fifty-one parameters. These suggest that different age levels are more indicative of different hide rates then gender or state. However, we find that the interest variable has the best model fit and reduces deviance by 45% using twelve parameters suggesting that interest variables are a popular targeting criteria.

The behavior based variables ad click (adclk) and item click (itmclk) are similar in reducing deviance by 31% and 33% using twenty-six parameters, whereas ad impressions (adimp) reduces deviance by 18%. Moving to the additive model, i.e., combining all variables but not their interactions, reduces deviance by 78% on 143 parameters. However, the best fitting model including two-way interactions achieves a 79% reduction in deviance on 607 parameters. This model does not include gender and ad impressions, but does include an interaction term for state and interests.

Each of the reductions in deviance by adding variables to the models leads to significant improvements as determined using a \( \chi^2 \) goodness of fit test - i.e., the variables included in the model are able to explain significant structure in the data. There is a meaningful amount of feedback that can be explained by targeting criteria, specifically, age as well as combinations of different levels of state and interest variables regardless of the ad characteristics. These suggest that there is a selection bias due to targeting present in our feedback data. We further observe that click behaviour variables are able to explain additional feedback, suggesting the presence of selection bias due to user ad sensitivity. Next, we describe the effect of specific values of these variables on selection bias.

5.3 User selection bias model inspection

The user selection bias model includes variables that can explain two sources of selection bias, i.e., targeting and ad sensitivity. We now inspect the model to understand how individual variable level weights positively or negatively affect the selection bias present in ad feedback - the net effects. We discuss the effects in terms of the odds ratio (odds for short) as it facilitates interpretation of the effect of each variable level on ad hides. We derive the odds ratio from a net effect \( \beta \) using:

\[
\frac{p}{1 - p} = e^\beta
\]

When relevant, to determine the probability of hiding ads, we use the inverse logit:

\[
p = \frac{e^\beta}{1 + e^\beta}
\]

Table 4 shows the effects of the levels of the variables as produced by the best fitting model. The first column lists the variables included
in the model, the second column contains the levels of each variable, and the third column presents the effects of each level.

The intercept is negative and the odds ratio of hiding ads when controlling for all other factors is small \((6.86 \cdot 10^{-10})\). It reflects the hide rate of a user with no targeting characteristics and having the lowest engagement level in terms of ad click, item click, and ad impression behaviour. We will refer to this user as our reference user on the news app. This user’s hide rate is orders of magnitude smaller than the general feedback rate (see Section 3) and implies that the reference user is unlikely to hide ads. The characteristics of our reference user are based on the levels that are used as reference cell for each variable, i.e., a user with no targeting characteristics and having the lowest engagement level in terms of ad click, item click, and ad impression behaviour. We discuss the variables related to targeting and user ad sensitivity each in turn.

### Targeting effects

Table 4 shows the two states with the largest negative and positive effects. We observe that the net effect of changing our reference user state to Maine reduces the odds of observing a hide by 64\% \((1 - e^{-0.782})\), whereas changing to Georgia increases the odds by 249\% \((e^{1.249})\). This is in line with our observations in Section 4, Figure 2. In terms of the interest levels we find that an interest in Sports and Finance increases the odds of observing a hide by 150\% and 284\%, respectively. In contrast, interest in the Telecommunications category reduces the ad hide odds by 63\%.

These observations are again in line with our findings in Section 4, Figure 3b. We further discover that there are interaction effects; Table 4 shows the five levels with the highest positive net effect. Three of the five highest effects are combined forces between an interest in advertising and having the lowest engagement level in terms of ad click, item click, and ad impression behaviour. We discuss the variables related to targeting and user ad sensitivity each in turn.

### Behavioural effects

The behavioural variables capture the extent in which users interact with ads and items (e.g., articles). The interaction data for each user is binned on a logarithmic scale in 25 categories. Table 4 shows the 2 levels with the highest negative and positive effects. Moderate ad clickers are more likely to hide an ad than users with no ad click activity or very high ad click activity.

Further, there is an inverse linear relation between the number of ad hides and the 25 log scale levels of the itemclick variable (Pearson \(r = -0.99, p < 0.001\)). This implies that, unlike for ad clicks, users clicking on more articles are less likely to hide ads, whereas users clicking on fewer articles are more likely to hide ads. A user having an itemclick level of 24 reduces the odds of an ad hide by 42\% and a user with an itemclick level of 1 increases the ad hide odds by 300\%.

### Discussion

Inspection of the user selection bias model shows that not all users hide ads equally as user characteristics alone are sufficient to explain a significant part of the feedback observed in our data without considering features indicating the quality of ads. Ad feedback varies depending on particular user targeting characteristics, which demonstrates that ads from certain ad campaigns with targeted, for example, towards users in specific locations with particular interests received high levels of feedback. Using feedback only from such particular groups of users is not appropriate to train a general ad quality model that determines whether ads are of high or low quality for the general population. Feedback also varies depending on the engagement level of users of the news app; for example, users with high engagement levels with articles were less likely to provide feedback than users with low engagement levels. It seems reasonable to trust the feedback received from users over various levels of engagement more than feedback only provided by a group of users with low engagement levels.

Next, we incorporate the user selection bias model into an ad quality model that uses the user selection bias as well as ad features to determine the hide rate of ads.

### 6 CORRECTING BIAS IN AD FEEDBACK

To correct for selection bias in the feedback used by our ad quality model we explicitly model the user selection bias in addition to the ad features as follows:

\[
 f(\tilde{p}) = w_0 + w_u \cdot a + l(w_u \cdot u) + \varepsilon
\]

We use an indicator function to binarize the user selection bias term based on a threshold parameter \(t : f(.) > t\). This parameter indicates whether feedback received on an ad is likely due to selection bias.

We consider four ad characteristics as variables in our model, namely, pagerank of domain \((p)\), adult score \((a)\), readability description \((r)\), and spam score \((s)\). Given each ad feature distribution we separate them into equally sized bins representing the different levels. We use 100 levels for pagerank of domain, i.e., L1 to L100, 5 levels for the readability score and 10 levels for the remaining features.

We do not include the ad image features as their distributions are more skewed, i.e., only a small number of ads contain text or flesh. Further, we set the threshold for the user selection bias model to 0.5 to indicate when part of the feedback received is likely to be due to selection bias and encode this as level L1 when \(f(w_u \cdot u) > 0.5\) and L0 otherwise. Given the above variables we again use forward stepwise model selection based on AIC and allow inclusion of the main effects and all pair-wise interactions in the candidate models.

The effects of the variable levels of the resulting model are presented in Table 5. The model includes the main effects of user bias \((u)\), page rank of domain \((p)\), adult score \((a)\), readability \((r)\), and spam score \((s)\). In terms of interaction effects, the model includes
all pairwise interactions between page rank and the other variables (u,p, r,p, s,p, p,a) and all interactions between adult score and the other variables (u,a, r,a, u,s). We observe that the hide rate derived from the intercept is 0.01%, which is several orders of magnitude higher than the overall feedback rate, see Section 3. This indicates that ads with low pagerank and readability levels as well as low adult and spam levels are considered of low quality by users when correcting for selection bias. Adding the effect of the user selection bias variable (3.012) results in a further 20 fold increase in the odds of observing a hide, suggesting that users specifically targeted by ads with such features and users with a high disposition to give feedback also consider such ads of low quality.

With respect to the other main effects, we find that the effects have mixed directions across the levels of each variable. The readability levels with significant effects all result in an increase in the odds of observing a hide; however, lower levels do less so than higher levels. The highest and lowest significant effects for the adult score are both for high levels of adultness. A similar observation holds for the spam score and pagerank. These observations reflect the presence of interaction effects between levels of ad features, i.e., single features do not characterize the quality of an ad.

In terms of interaction effects we observe that ads with some features are less likely to receive biased feedback than others. For example, an ad with adult level L8 increases the odds of receiving a hide by 163%; however, if the ad is impressed to a user of level L1 then the odds are reduced. Similarly, an ad with a high pagerank level, i.e., L79 increases the odd of receiving a hide by a factor of 36; but impressed to a user of level L1, those odds reduce by 92%. Ads with such features are likely to receive feedback from a general population, but unlikely to receive feedback from a specific segment of users. This may be indicative of ads with products or content prohibited in certain countries, demographics, etc.

The effects for the ad features in the bias corrected ad model determine the inherent quality of an ad as determined by the hide rate estimated for the general population and not a specific segment of users. By adding all effects based only on the characteristics of each ad — excluding the user selection bias factors and interactions — we obtain the unbiased hide rate of an ad that controls for the type of users that ad has been shown, i.e., $f(p) = w_0 + w_a \cdot a + \epsilon$, from Section 5. In the next section we show the utility of correcting for user selection bias in ad feedback in ad ranking.

7 APPLING FEEDBACK IN AD RANKING

We first introduce the general ad ranking approach for online ad auctions as well as how ad quality scores are generally incorporated in such rankings. Then we describe our method that allows the use of ad quality scores in ad ranking under a fixed revenue constraint. With these in place, we compare the value that biased and bias corrected feedback estimates provide in terms of discounting or filtering bad quality ads with particular attention to how this impacts revenue.

7.1 Ad auctions and feedback data

Online advertisement impressions are sold using real-time auctions. In such auctions each time a user loads a webpage one or more ad slots become available for sale. Advertisers state their bids for an impression of one of these slots and ads are ranked according to a function of their bids. The ads with the highest ranks are displayed and if a user clicks on the ad the advertiser is charged an amount based on the bid of the ad directly below it in the ranking [3]. As it directly influences prices charged to advertisers and therefore the revenue of the host site, the ranking function is central to the auction.

Ads are generally ranked by expected cost per impression (eCPI), which is determined based on the probability that the ad $(a)$ is clicked given a user impression $(u)$:

$$\text{eCPI} = \text{bid}_a \cdot P(C_a = 1|U = u)$$

The immediate revenue is maximized by selecting the ad $a$ from a set of ads $A$ eligible for an impression during a real time auction with highest eCPI:

$$\arg\max_{a \in A} \text{bid}_a \cdot P(C_a = 1|U = u)$$

where the probability of a click on ad $a$ given user $u$ may be estimated based on historical click data and preferences of similar users [1].

Some Internet companies have started to incorporate quality scores into their ad ranking mechanisms. We define the probability that an ad will provide a good quality experience as: $P(Q_a = 1|U = u) = 1 - p$, where $p$ is an estimate that the user $u$ will hide the ad. One common method to incorporate quality into selecting which ad to show to users is to discount the expected CPI by the probability that the ad will deliver a quality experience [20]. In the case of ad feedback we can formulate discounted eCPI as:

$$\text{eCPI}_q = \text{bid}_a \cdot P(C_a = 1|Q_a = 1) \cdot P(Q_a = 1|U = u)$$

and select the ad that maximizes revenue:

$$\arg\max_{a \in A} \text{bid}_a \cdot P(C_a = 1|Q_a = 1) \cdot P(Q_a = 1|U = u)$$

Results. We use two weeks of ad interaction and revenue data from the logs of the Internet company for which we study the ad feedback data to demonstrate the impact of incorporating feedback data (quality) in ad ranking. We compare the revenue delivered and negative feedback (hides) prevented over a two week period for three ad feedback based quality ranking methods (implemented using equation 2) with the performance of the current eCPI based model (i.e., equation 1) running in production of the Internet Company.

Figure 5 shows the % change in quality improvement (hides prevented in grey) and revenue delivered (in red) for three ways of estimating $P(Q_a = 1|U = u)$: (i) oracle, which uses the empirical estimate based on the logs in hindsight, (ii) biased, which uses estimates based on the biased model $f(p)$ from Section 5; and (iii) unbiased, which uses estimates based on corrected model from Section 6. We observe that the general approach to incorporating quality scores into the ad ranking function does not deliver a favorable trade-off in terms of quality improvement and revenue investment. The quality ranking approach using oracle estimates of the quality score (hide rate) results in a 28.8% reduction in revenue, while reducing the number of hides by 16.7%. The biased and unbiased estimate based approaches achieve similar performance and are worse reaching a 36% and 37% revenue investment respectively for a 18% reduction in hides.

Next, we explore alternative ad ranking approaches that take revenue into account.

7.2 The revenue-feedback trade-off

When a publisher maximizes expected CPI that is discounted by the quality of ads it no longer maximizes revenue, unless the quality is proportional to eCPI or uniformly distributed. Specifically, given a set of ad candidates $A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ for an impression we define the maximal expected revenue as:

$$\text{eCPI}_{\text{max}}(A) = \text{bid}_{a_i} \cdot P(C_{a_i} = 1|U = u)$$

where $a_i = \arg\max_{a \in A} \text{bid}_a \cdot P(C_a = 1|U = u)$. Further, we define the quality based expected revenue as:
while having no control over the revenue loss

\[
\sum_{i \in I_{t, t_k}} \text{eCPI}_{\text{loss}}(A_i) \geq 0
\]

in order to find if there is a time \( t_k \) where:

\[
\sum_{j \in I_{t,q(t_k)}} \text{eCPI}_{q}(A_j) \geq \sum_{i \in I_{t(t_k),t_k}} \text{eCPI}_{\text{loss}}(A_i)
\]

while having no control over the revenue loss

\[
\sum_{i \in I_{t, t_k}} \text{eCPI}_{\text{loss}}(A_i).
\]

### 7.3 Bounding short-term revenue loss

Whether the left hand side of Equation 3 will become greater than the right hand side depends on the relation between ad quality and user engagement as well as the magnitude of the bids associated with quality ads. To allow publishers to investigate whether quality ads could yield more revenue in a particular market place while being in control of the amount of revenue lost, we propose the following:

1. Select all the ads \( A \) that are eligible to be shown to the user;
2. Compute the maximum expected revenue given \( A \) \( \text{eCPI}_{\text{max}}(A) \);
3. Find the ad with maximum user experience such that the loss in revenue is smaller than a threshold \( \tau \):

\[
a_c = \arg \max_{a \in A} P(Q_a = 1|U = u) \]

subject to

\[
\frac{(\text{eCPI}_{\text{max}}(A) - \text{bid}_a) \cdot P(Q_a = 1|U = u))}{\text{eCPI}_{\text{max}}(A)} \leq \tau
\]

Given Equation 4 we define the controlled quality discounted eCPI

\[
\text{eCPI}_{\text{C}}(A) = \text{bid}_{a_c} \cdot P(Q_{a_c} = 1|U = u)
\]

Substituting regular quality discounted eCPI for controlled quality discounted eCPI and normalizing by the total revenue for \( \text{eCPI}_{\text{max}} \) in Equation 3 we obtain:

\[
\frac{\sum_{j \in I_{t, t_k}} \text{eCPI}_{q}(A_j)}{\sum_{i \in I_{t(t_k), t_k}} \text{eCPI}_{\text{max}}(A_i)} \geq \tau
\]

By controlling the maximum loss in revenue on a per impression basis we limit the potential revenue loss to a fixed percentage. This allows publishers to predetermine the amount of risk they wish to take in exploring whether introducing quality ads in a market place will yield an increase in revenue over a standard serving model.

### 7.4 Impact of ad feedback filtering on revenue

As demonstrated in Figure 5, it may be costly to evaluate the revenue impact of showing users quality ads as it is unknown when (or if) the initial revenue investment (showing high quality but less monetizable ads) is offset by an increase in user engagement [15]. To investigate whether unbiased ad feedback estimates provide additional value over biased estimates we evaluate their effectiveness in reducing hide rate at different levels of short-term revenue investment. We again extract two weeks of ad interaction and revenue data from the logs of the Internet company. For each first slot auction we find the top 10 ads that participated based on \( \text{eCPI}_{\text{max}} \).

We follow a simulation based approach based on [2] and simulate for each impression the ad that would have been shown using either a biased estimate (i.e., the full model from Section 6) or a bias corrected estimate (i.e., only the ad coefficients from Section 6), as well as the true hide rate for each auction using Equation 4.

Figure 6 shows the proportional revenue loss threshold, i.e., the percentage short term revenue investment on the x-axis (defined as \( \tau \) in Section 7.3) and the reduction in ad feedback for each method at each threshold on the y-axis. For each threshold \( \tau \in [1, 5, 10] \) percent short term revenue investment, we determine the ads shown in the simulated auctions for each method and find the reduction in hide rate compared to the original auctions.

We observe that at 1% short term revenue investment there is little difference between the biased and unbiased curves, implying that the initial ads that are filtered are found to be bad by all users. This is an important finding, as it shows that for the worst of the bad ads, ad feedback data is not biased and can be used as is to remove bad ads. Furthermore, the ads (and their hides) that are removed by the bias corrected estimates are received from all users, suggesting they are considered of low quality by the general population.
To correct for such bias we develop a so-called user selection bias model from one Internet company, Yahoo news app. However, the size of the reduction in hide rate using biased estimates compared to unbiased estimates is about 12%. Moreover, at 10% the hide rate is even lower than the 28% to 37% cost when using the traditional quality based ranking approach while achieving higher quality improvements, cf. Figure 5. Based on business criteria other trade-offs may be selected; however, our results suggest that there is value in using unbiased estimates in that they provide the best return on investment.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Publishers relying on advertising for revenue are aware that optimizing for CTR is not sufficient for long-term engagement. They must also consider the quality of the ads shown to their users. To this end, some provide mechanisms to gather explicit feedback about the ads. This work is the first providing insights into the sources of bias present in ad feedback data, i.e. hide rate, in estimating ad quality.

Using hide rate, we focused on understanding and modeling the characteristics of users who do not want to see ads. An initial analysis of the ad feedback data shows that some types of users may be exposed to lower quality ads than others and as such result in higher hide rates. More precisely, we found evidence for the presence of two sources of selection bias, i.e., targeting and response bias. To correct for such bias we develop a so-called user selection bias model that allows us to quantify the bias present in the feedback on ads, considering both users’ characteristics (ad targeting criteria, such as age and interests) and their behaviour (engagement levels).

We then incorporate the user selection bias model into an ad quality model, which results in a bias corrected ad model that provides a true estimate of the inherent quality of the ads. The corrected estimate is the unbiased hide rate of an ad that controls for the type of users that ad has been shown. Further, we introduced a method to control revenue investment when using ad feedback estimates in practice. We found that when comparing the use of biased ad feedback estimates with bias corrected ones in a business scenario that unbiased estimate provide a benefit in terms of the quality-revenue trade-off. However, these benefits only materialize at certain levels of revenue investment and with a mechanism that is able to carefully control revenue investment. Our work allows Internet companies to experiment with ad quality at a fixed risk level, lowering the threshold to explore further quality signals as well as ranking techniques to improve users’ experience with ads.

We acknowledge that our findings are based on a sample of data from one Internet company, Yahoo news app. However, the size of our sample and the use of features in our analyses are generally available in the advertisement industry, therefore providing ad networks and publishers with the insights necessary to mitigate user bias in ad feedback data.
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